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Sponsoring Dealer Guildford Harley-Davidson

Chapter Merchandise
Chapter merchandise can be obtained from our
Merchandise Officer Margaret Bradly who
attends most Club Nights. She can also be
contacted via email:
merchandise@hogsbackchapteruk.org.
Periodically Margaret can be found at the
dealership with her trusty sewing machine
(notification of this will be given in the Chapter
e-shot) to sew patches on whilst you wait, chat
to other members, have a coffee or just browse
the Harley Davidson Merchandise in the
Dealership!
In addition, Margaret also produces a selection
of Hogsback garments to order. As well as
supplying Chapter merchandise, Margaret can
also make and supply personalised patches, i.e.
names & slogans etc. Samples of all the above
can be seen at Club Night or, if you contact
Margaret, she is happy for you to visit her in
Yateley, Hampshire.
The items shown are all available from
Margaret. For further details please visit the
Chapter Shop in the Members Area of the
Website.
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Directors Bit

Dell

Director’s Bit
The end of another year of fun and frolics for
Hogsback, with so many highlights. Andy’s
weekend on the IOW clogged up the island with
so many Harleys what a great weekend - we
immediately booked it again for 2018. The Hogs
on the Farm summer event was the usual
success though unfortunately we cant hold it in
2018. Then whilst we missed SoFER we had
Cirencester convergence rally with Thames
Valley Chapter and yes we are doing it again but
different, bigger and better at the Royal
Agricultural Collage Cirencester, a fabulous
venue, in 2018. This time teamed up with
Thames Valley & Rolling Hills Chapters it will be
the event not to miss.
2018 sees the 115 anniversary of Harley
Davidson and apart from bringing out a range of
new bikes they are hosting the European rally in
Prague. The Chapter has a big ride arranged if
you want to join us, but even if going
independently do let us know so we can meet
up and party.
Robin and the road-crew have yet another great
ride program lined up for us in 2018. There
should be something for everyone on the
program, with 26 weekends plus away rides,
currently 68 day rides (though this will grow as
more are arranged) and 9 other events. Plus of
course club nights which are an event in
themselves. This winter theres a quiz night, a
series of garage days sponsored by GH-D
(which will be fun and informative), a Chapter
charity race evening which will be not what you
expect, the tri-chapter Winter Ball and the
annual shooting day to help us through the cold
months.

Director
talk to Jim about all matters Trike related with
the Chapter. This is a new post to recognise the
growing number of Trike riders in the Chapter
and ensuring we are inclusive and consider all
Harley owners with the way we run rides. Three
other committee positions are now advertised
and to be appointed at the end of January by
your committee:
Charity Officer – Wendy has done a great job
filling Rogers very big shoes for the past year.
Safety Officer – Carl is stepping down after
many years of helping to raise the riding
standards and advising us of how to keep safe
out there.
Activities Officer – Crippo has traded his Harley
for what seems to me to be a convertible car
with 2 wheels (V8 chop) but then he has never
been conventional. The last EOS party was a
great swan song to go out on, well done Andy.
So why not get involved in running the Chapter
its hard work but strangely enjoyable.
Finally please get your membership renewal
done early to spread the work load for Tatiana.
Best wishes.
Dell Evans
Director

Trike riders will hopefully be aware that Jim
Cordell is the newly appointed Trike Rep. Please
Hogsback News Winter 2017/18
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Paul’s Bit
In review I am sure you will agree that 2017 has
been an excellent year for Hogsback. Building
on the solid foundation laid down in previous
years finds the Chapter going from strength to
strength.
Striving to provide a varied and accessible
programme of events has, as always, been
foremost in the minds of Committee and Roadcrew alike with 2017 having proved no
exception. Lots of fun and good times with great
riding opportunities, all served in an enjoyable
and safe manner.
As already noted this years EOS party will be
enshrined in Chapter history as a ‘Right Royal
Blinder’. I will say no more other than Mr. Cripps
I salute you.
On a more sombre note and marking the last
official ride of the season the annual
Remembrance Ride brought 58 Harleys
together on a bright but chilly Sunday morning to
offer our respects to those service personnel
who paid the ultimate price for our freedom.
Great turnout everybody.
For a large number of Chapter members that
Autumn day in November does not signify the
end of the years riding, not by a long shot.
Individuals and buddy groups have been taking
every opportunity to get some more miles in.
Whether your happy with the bike polished and
parked for Winter, out riding for a very
worthwhile charity cause or just a Harley junkie
who rides his or her bike because “It needed to
be ridden”. It doesn’t matter!

Assistant Director
ownership in varying ways. It’s all good! The
coming together as owners and the resulting
good times had by all is something to be valued
and each Chapter fosters the fun and friendship
we look for in life. Hogsback is particularly good
at this by the way.
For those who responded to the Hogsback
Survey, thank you.
The results underpin the many positive
comments from members throughout the year
on rides and events. This along with comments
and observations taken from the survey for
future consideration and discussion enables the
Chapter to follow a route that provides the sort
of experience our members are looking for.
We already have much to anticipate in this new
year with yet another mammoth Ride & Event
Programme with something for everyone. Let’s
all make 2018 another Hogsback epic!
A very Happy New Year to you and yours.
Looking forward to riding with you. Shiny side up
folks!
Paul Andrews
Assistant Director

HOG Chapters allow you to be comfortable with
how you enjoy your Harley Davidson. We are all
different, thank goodness and get pleasure from
Hogsback News Winter 2017/18
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Wobin

Robin’s Bit
Well what an End of Season that was. If you
weren’t there you missed a cracker!
The food was good, the rooms were cheap to
stay over, the music was great from the Band
and the DJ and the costumes were fantastic!
Everybody had made an effort and it was
difficult to recognise some of the people.
The ride program is now over so you can have a
rest and look forward to next year. By the time
you read this we will have released the weekend
rides and you will have started to book your
holidays for 2018.
I can’t help thinking that this years program will
take a lot of beating and I enjoyed a lot of days
out and some great weekends away. But then
that’s hardly surprising when you ride with nice
people. I was explaining Hogsback to some
HOG members who haven’t joined a Chapter
and they said they were put off because they
didn’t know anyone, hadn’t ridden in a group
and weren’t sure about going away for a
weekend with strangers.

Assistant Director
have a clue how we did on the new system and
we are still learning how it works and is counted.
More to follow.
Malcolm and I had a lot of fun playing
Thunderbirds to help Dave Hollis out and we
loved the badges, thanks Dell.
I also did a little Pudsey run to raise a few quid
for Charity but that’s in a different story.
So if you are reading this before Christmas,
have a great one and if after I hope you enjoyed
it.
I am sure the New Year will be a good one and
you need to sign up to away rides early to be
sure of getting a place as they go very quickly.
But please only sign on for ones that you are
going to go on.
Best wishes for 2018.
Robin Seymour
Assistant Director

I think I was able to convince
them to give it a whirl as I think
on of the best strengths of
Hogsback is the friendliness of
its members. After all they are
still talking to Sue after
winning the raffle three times!!
On a different subject it was
really difficult to produce the
highest mileage for the
Chapter as some did it direct
and I was not able to capture
each members mileage. The
upshot of this is that I don’t
Hogsback News Winter 2017/18
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Katie

Katie’s Bit
Where has 2017 gone? It only seems like a
couple of months ago it was the beginning of the
Season. What a fabulous year we have had, lots
of rides and events, many adventures.
We had the launch of the 115 Anniversary
models and all the fabulous merchandise to
accompany the bikes. One of the most exciting
launches we have seen. December saw the
arrival and departure of the fastest stock moving
item we have ever had: Harley, the HarleyDavidson Gnome. When I ordered them the
expression on Toby’s face was utter horror,
which turned to amazement when I told him we
had sold out! If you missed out, don’t worry, I
have managed to acquire more, even these are
disappearing out the door fast.

Dealer Rep
wall, zany show wouldn’t be as fun without our
eclectic mix of models bringing their own style.
Looking forward we have a fantastic 20% off
labour charges until 14th February 2018, so get
booking now!
Our Birthday Party is on Saturday 24th March
2018, so put the date in your diaries, it will be
another wonderful day.
Looking forward
to seeing you all
in 2018.
Katie Francis
Dealer Rep

The Fashion Show held on December Club
Night at the Dealership is always an event that
never fails to bring mirth and merriment at this
festive time of year. The unrehearsed, off the
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Axel

Axel’s Bit

Axel’s Bit
Head Photographer
What a fantastic season 2017 was. Great rides
yield great memories, and great photos.
The year 2017 produced over 130 galleries with
nearly 20,000 photos. I just browsed through the
galleries of 2017 to count them and more then a
dozen times I was surprised. I was surprised
some events happened this year (and not 5
years ago as my memory wants to make me
believe) and some cover photos ignited a
firework of memories.
Doing the walk through 2012, or 2015 is just
amazing.

and Malcolm on Thunderbird 1&2, coming to the
rescue of Iron Hog rider Dave?
There were many memorable photos in 2017,
difficult to pick a personal favourite, but I will
choose for this year a very recent one. It’s on
the front cover and it’s from December Club
Night, taken at the end of the Fashion show.
Those hard rock air guitar players in their biker
leathers and T-shirts somehow represent what
riding a Harley-Davidson with Hogsback
Chapter is all about: friends & fun.
Continue on next page…

I had my fun with photoshop this year, slightly
altering some photos. Do you remember what
happened in Carl's "Room 18 First Aid Course"
back in March? Or Kevin's railway adventure on
the Alps trip? He got a Toscar for it. Or Robin
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Axel’s Bit
But the next season is already in full swing, and
again our photos play a important role. The 28
teasers of all our events, overnight national and
international rides have been released and are
now displayed next to the coffee machine in our
dealership. These attract a lot of attention, from
members to the normal dealership customer.
Don’t forget to show it to your "sports-bike"
friends, maybe they’ll find a reason to join our
Chapter.

to chat about the role, responsibilities and
recognition.
Axel Thill
Treasurer & Head Photographer

There are some great rides planned for next
year, with awesome photo opportunities. Every
member can submit their photos, and if you are
interested in a more official role as one of our
Chapter Photographers, talk to me. I’d be happy

Wendy’s Charity Update

Wendy
Charity Officer

We continue to increase our charity fundraising
and since my last update there has been a few
notable events that contributed.

supper but please bring your own drinks. The
date is 20th January at Bisley Village Hall.
Tickets on sale now, see me. £10.00 per person.

The Golden Key at club night continues to give
us regular charity income.

Our charities this year are Air Ambulance,
Cancer Research and The Encephalitis Society
and they will be coming along to February club
night to collect their cheques.

And since the last newsletter we have had End
of season Party, the Raffle of which has
increased the total for this year to a whopping
£2868.51
The total has mounted up and looking good for
our charities, so thank you all for your
contributions to our 3 very worthy causes. Also,
a big thank you to everyone who worked hard
helping to raise all the money, it really dose
make a difference to all the charities.

New Charities will be decided in 2018; look out
for an e-shot about
how to nominate
someone of your
choice.
Wendy Evans
Charity Officer

Howard and I have arranged the race night with
a difference, this will include a fish and chip
Hogsback News Winter 2017/18
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Woody’s Bit

Woody’s Bit
It’s the end of another great season and while
the majority of you have cleaned the Harley,
sprayed chrome with WD40, plugged in your
Optimate charger, carefully covered and tucked
away your bike in a warm dry place, the Road
Crew continue to work through the winter
planning for 2018.

Woody
Head Road Captain
The most significant event leading to the
success of Hogsback is our Winter Planning
Meeting, every Hogsback RC member is
required to create and organise two rides and
marshal the rear of two others (minimum) most
contribute many more, for example 10-12 are
needed to marshal London Midnight Madness.

During our first winter meeting we discuss and
resolve any riding issues, RC standing down
and possible prospects to replace them. I would
like to take this opportunity to thank the RC
standing down this winter for their contribution
and successful organisation of the past ride
programme, these include: Charlie Gordon,
Gary Tew, Andy Parker, Andy Cripps and Simon
Risbridger.
Four new prospects have been voted in: Andy
Williams, Steve Forster, Jane Robertson and
John Holmes, all will commence the Hogsback
training theory/practice early in 2018.

With weekend away rides most Hotels will
expect a reservation deposit for large groups by
January 2018 at the latest, we then go on to fill
the gaps with day rides.

Most of our current RC attended the
Metropolitan Police RideSafe programme in
2017, the majority progressing to IAM and
RoSPA training. Well done! Carl our safety
officer organised a RC winter first aid refresher
course.

After this a recce is sometimes needed to plan
the route, fuel & comfort stops, parking etc.
Usually tackled during the cold, wet off-season
months.
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Woody’s Bit
the largest HOG group ride programme
available.
I trust this gives you an insight into what goes on
behind the scene and hopefully demonstrates
the Road Crew rocker is a well-deserved badge
of honour.
Graham Woods (Aka Woody)
The ride programme is the foundation of
Hogsback motorcycle riding offering probably

Head Road Captain

LOH Bit

Regina

As a new member of the Hogsback Chapter in
my own right and not just as a 'plus one' to my
husband Barry, I joined the Ladies of Harley and
was excited, if not a bit apprehensive, to be
invited to the recent L.O.H lunch to be held at
The Red Lion in Shamley Green.
On arrival at this lovely little country pub
everyone, as usual, was so friendly and
accepting of this newbie and I was made to feel
instantly welcomed into the company of these
Ladies. The room was buzzing with laughter and
chatter whilst everyone was tucking into their
food and when the time came to give out the
secret Santa gifts there were a few surprises
and raised eyebrows at some of the nice but
naughty selections. We shared the room with a

large family gathering celebrating an 80th
birthday and when this lady's cake arrived we all
sang Happy Birthday with gusto and the birthday
girl was thrilled.
Hilarity continued as we all donned the little face
masks for the group photos and all too soon the
lunch came to an end when the male other
halves contingent arrived after they had finished
their own lunch gathering at a pub nearby.
It was a fun and enjoyable lunch and look I
forward to meeting up with all these lovely
Ladies of Harley again very soon.
Regina

Hogsback News Winter 2017/18
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Carl

Carl’s Safety Bit
Great riding matched with measured safety.
So where do we start? How about a wellmaintained machine? Most of us are now
tucking our pride and joy to bed for the nasty
winter and the avoidance of the SALT! It could
the ideal time to take a look around your bike for
anything that may need attention come the
spring. Such as tyres and the braking system. I
personally jack my bike up if it’s going to be off
the road for more than 4 weeks. Several
reasons, one is to break the contact with
concrete and avoid any risk of a flat spot (if left
for more than 3 months). It's also easier to
check the entire tyre and wheel rim for any
damage, wear and tear or foreign bodies.
Should you require a full dealership service (as
I found out last spring) BOOK IT EARLY! to
avoid disappointment.

Safety Officer
removed it to clean thoroughly? Perhaps it's
time to replace your helmet? I personally
replace my helmet every three years maximum before if it gets damaged through dropping it!
Again, these are personal, measured safety
considerations towards your over-all enjoyment
of riding your Harley.

So, what else for 2018? Investing in better safe
riding skills is a top tip and in 2017, Hogsback
members displayed a huge desire to get further
advanced motorcycle training with outstanding
results and with many Chapter members
achieving very high standards. So well done to
all those who have put the time in to raise your
game.
Safe riding tip: Take opportunities Not chances.
Carl Christensen
Safety Officer
So, we are happy with checks on the bike and
any action that maybe required. How about your
riding gear? I have in the past stated that we as
a Chapter are not here to tell you what to wear.
However, my role as Safety Officer is to raise
points of safety that I know are important. When
was the last time you really looked over your
helmet and visor? Replaced your visor or
Hogsback News Winter 2017/18

Road Captain
ROSPA advanced
motorcycle instructor
and trainer (Diploma)
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Up The Arras

Jimbob

Jim’s Trike Bit
I was honoured to be given the position of
Hogsback Trike Representative at the
November meeting.
This position has been created to try to get a
better understanding between the Trike riders &
solo riders of the Chapter. We are seeing an
increasing number of trikes within the Chapter
and there seems to be some riders who have
some concerns with trikes within the group ride
outs as they consider them a liability & could
potentially hold up other riders due to the fact
they cannot filter or do drop offs.
Well sometimes they can filter & have done
successfully on many occasions, and they are
able to do drop offs given the opportunity, as has
been proven by other chapters. Obviously there
are situations where they cannot filter, the A303
at Stonehenge being one of them!!!
I intend to contact other Chapters around the UK
and find out what their ride out procedure is
regarding trikes within the group and collate the
information to present to our road crew &
committee to see what can be
done to more successfully
integrate trikes on our rides.

Trike Rep
I will work closely with the road crew & safety
officers by attending meetings when needed so
these matters can be discussed at length to try
and resolve any issues that may arise.
We can all work together on this and try to make
it acceptable for everybody. We may have the
best system already, who knows, but if it's
possible to integrate trike riders and make them
feel part of the group by making a few changes,
why not try it?
Can all trike riders in the Chapter please email
me so I have their contact details & can keep
them updated of any further developments as
they occur and possibly arrange a get together
in the new year to discuss things.
Jim Cordell
Trike Representative
trike.rep@hogsbackchapteruk.org

We have a fantastic road
crew that excels in everything
from safety to organisation
and is a credit to the Harley
family of Chapters. It is well
respected throughout the UK
and is used as an example of
how rides should be carried
out by other Chapters. So if
they use our method, why can
we not adopt some of theirs if
it also works within a group.
Hogsback News Winter 2017/18
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Tennessee’s Finest

Tennessee's Finest
I brought my Street Bob in 2010, my
second Harley, having progressed from a
1200 Sportster. I have always liked Dynas
and knew I would be hanging onto this one
for a while, so went down the customising
route giving it a bit of a retro look with
wrapped custom pipes, custom paintwork
(themed on some of my favourite things
Jack Daniels and Tennessee), plus other
extras and 'Tennessee's Finest' was born! I
was thrilled with the finished article,
Guildford Custom Cycles and Altamura
achieved just what I had asked for.
Tennessee’s Finest won a trophy at Sofer that
year and that was the icing on the cake.
In 2012 I was diagnosed with cancer and had
prolonged courses of chemo, while at my lowest
point I would close my eyes and imagine I was
back on my bike sweeping round curves on
country roads and couldn't wait to get back on
the road. As a result of the chemo I was left with
neuropathy, no sensation or feeling in my left leg
and restricted in my right. I battled on for 2 years
hoping the damaged nerves would heal but it
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Delia

was not to be. So as I was not ready to give up
riding or my bike my only option was to 'trike' it,
this was a really difficult decision, I wanted to
stay on 2 wheels not 3 but had to be sensible for
once and recognise my limitations.
So once again we had a plan and I knew exactly
what I wanted it to look like, we visited several
Trike conversion specialists and ultimately
settled on 'Trike Shop' Cardiff as they thought
they could achieve the look I wanted. I prefer the
style of a closed body trike rather than open and
to give it a heavier look at the rear we went for
Centreline wheels. I kept the
original seat that had been leather
covered and tooled to my design
by 'Leather Mark' but there was a
wide space behind the seat where
a pillion seat would have been, so
Jim made up a prototype bag
which Mark then fabricated from
aluminium, clad in leather, again
tooled with the 'Tennessee'
theme.
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Tennessee’s Finest
Riding the trike is very different to
riding on 2 wheels. A bike
naturally pulls you around the
curves, the trike tends to fight
you! I find a trike harder to ride
but for me it solves my problem,
when my foot is in place I know
where it is which makes riding
much safer for me.
Tennessee's Finest won 'Best
Trike' at Sofer for 2 years in a
row, I was both delighted and
surprised on each occasion!
When I originally realised that to 'trike' my bike
was my only option the reaction from some was
quite negative. “I'd rather give up riding than ride
a trike” “Never catch me on 3 wheels” etc. To me
it is still my own bike/trike, I still get that
exhilarating sensation of speed, the thunder of
the pipes, that wonderful feeling of wind in your
face, the warmth of the sun and of course rain!
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Cancer takes a lot from you, I was determined it
was not going to take my biking days away from
me too.
Delia
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My First Club Night

Barry
Gina

Just want to say “thank you all” for making
us feel so very welcome at our first club
night back in September.
Before arriving we both felt a little
apprehensive about what was to come.
Seeing all the amazing Harleys lined up in
the car park as we arrived, there were
already quite a few of the members sitting
outside the pub chatting, laughing and eating
together and immediately the camaraderie
shone through.
Our good friends Jim and Delia Cordell made it
easier for us as they have been Hogsback
members for many years and they seemed to
know absolutely everyone, so their introductions

We really look forward to meeting, socialising
and riding with you all very soon, and earning
the large Chapter Hogsback rocker that will be
worn with pride displaying that we belong to the
best and coolest Chapter ever.
As our dear friend Jim always says “remember,
it’s not the destination it’s the journey that
counts” so here’s to a long and enjoyable safe
journey ahead with lots of new friends and not
too many bumps in the road!
Barry and Gina. (The Newbies)

paved the way for us to feel instantly part of
‘the family’, with lots of cheery smiles,
handshakes, kisses and hugs from all these
leather clad biker people which seemed quite
surreal at first but soon realised that this was
the norm for everyone.
For years we have listened to the exploits,
events, happenings & amazing ride outs of the
Hogsback Chapter and now that our sons have
finally flown the nest, we have a new baby, a
bright shiny red Tri-Glide, which we love.
Hogsback News Winter 2017/18
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Carl

Street Glide Special
Immediately sitting astride the loan bike
(courtesy of GH-D) I could feel the lightness and
even balance of the bike. A first for me was to be
the fairing mounted mirrors. Once set to my
needs they proved to be just a good as bar
mounted ones! The suspension was clearly set
lower than my Road Glide but this was to benefit
my riding experience as the day later proved.
Once out on to the road the beautiful resonating
sound from the Screaming Eagle pipes matched
with the quietness of the all new M8 107 engine,
quickly became music to my ears. The power
delivery was beyond outstanding giving a real
kick in the butt on demand, matched with a
beautiful faultless smooth delivery. The
suspension was sound with positive feed-back
and never giving a hint of pulling off line once
set, however bad the road surface it crossed.
Positioning the bike into the corners on the open
roads (national speed limits) in the correct gear
created total balance and stability which
provoked the engine to cry out, desperate for
the rider to wind it on!! Whilst eating up the miles
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Safety Officer

effortlessly it would eagerly chase down and
munch with gusto corner after corner giving so
much enjoyment every time. My one and only
small negative point (nothings perfect!) was that
the clutch biting point was too far out. However
still by far the best all-round Harley I have ridden
and to top it off it looks the business too!!
This bike delivers in every sector from comfort
(although I would have a slightly higher screen
fitted due to my height) performance and
outstanding handling. Its low centre of gravity is
perfect for everyone. If anyone should think that
Harleys are heavy old lumps? Then think again!
It could be the ideal move from a Sportster but
also when times calls for it a move back to a
lighter bike from an Ultra.
These are all my own views from my personal
experience.
Carl Christensen
Road Captain & Safety Officer
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Making History with Hogsback

H

Chapter Historian
Work is actively underway with the creation of a
new “Hogsback History” section to be added to
the Chapter website. The plan is to work on the
preparation, initially, of three main sections:
• HOGSBACK CHAPTER HISTORY
• HOGSBACK MEMBERSHIP
• MEMORABLE MACHINES

The Hogsback Chapter History section will
contain the history of the Chapter so far, with
information on growth and change, memorable
rallies and activities, Chapter venues, etc. In
addition we are looking for contributions from
members on your personal experiences with the
Chapter, with some “When I….” stories like “My
first club night”, “My first international rally”,
“Buying my first Harley” etc. which will form a
growing living history. The report on “My first
Club Night” in this issues is an example of the
sort of thing we would like to include.
The Hogsback Membership section will include
membership statistics (both current and
historical) and include such information as
number of members, male/female split, riders/
non-riders split, oldest/youngest current
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member, longest active member etc. together
with Hogsback Officer and Road-crew statistics.
The third section, Memorable Machines, is
aimed at “special” bikes with some claim to fame
or standing out from the standard production
bikes. The idea is to record a photo (or two) of
the bike together with a short write-up covering
type, age, modifications, memorable trips etc. –
written by the owner of the bike. The current
magazine has some examples from Czes, Delia
and me which will be included on the website
and illustrate the sort of thing we are looking for.
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Making History with Hogsback
Future History sections may include a
Dealership History section covering Ownership,
Locations, Principal Dealers and Sales statistics
and a “Hogsback Book of Records” section
which may include such information as:
• Furthest distance travelled on a Harley from
the Guildford dealership
• Most countries visited in a single day on a
Harley
• Most countries ridden in on a Harley (owned
or rented)
• Most Harley Dealer Tee shirts owned
• Tee shirt bought furthest from the Guildford
dealership
• Biggest mileage on a single Harley

To make all this work requires your involvement
and contributions – information on your
exceptional machines and your personal
experiences with some good ”When I” stories.

• Most “Iron Hog” runs made
• Highest point reached on a Harley (metres
above sea level)
• Most northerly, southerly, easterly, westerly
point reached on a Harley (starting in UK - but
finishing anywhere in the world)
If you think you qualify for any of the above
records, or if you have any additional record
categories you would like to include let me know
and we will start putting together this section
now!
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Please Email me directly with any comments or
anything further you would like to see in the new
Chapter History Section and more particularly
send me your contributions on your memorable
bike and some of your past experiences with the
Hogsback Chapter!
Steve Cork
Road Captain & Chapter Historian
historian@hogsbackchapteruk.org
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Mike’s Story

I think it's a great idea that the
Chapter has appointed a Historian
and I am confident that Steve Cork
will do a fantastic job. I'm looking
forward to seeing the contributions
from Chapter members.
First and foremost I am a biker, riding
since 1969 when I had a Triumph
Trophy 250, and have ridden almost
continually since then with only a
short break when my children were
young. I bought my first Harley in
1990. A 4 speed chain driven rigid
mounted 1200 Sportster that would
shake your fillings out. Motoveccia, who initially
sold Italian bikes, became the Harley dealer for
Surrey and started trading as Surrey Harley
Davidson from their premises on the Havenbury
Estate, Dorking. I joined Surrey Chapter in 1991,
who had club nights at the Pilgrim pub just down
the road to the dealership. Being a biker, not
only a Harley enthusiast, I have owned many
makes of bikes and have not been a continuous
member of the Chapter. I think I'm now in my
ninth continuous year. I was a Surrey Chapter
member for several years during the 1990’s,
making many friends. I'm still proud to wear my
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treasured Surrey Harley Davidson paddock
jacket, which I had to pay for in full, even though
I had bought a new bike from Steve Muff!
When Guildford HD was first opened I was
riding a 2007 pearl yellow Fatboy and not a
member of any bike club. I had heard of the split
in Surrey Chapter but being proud to be
associated with Surrey I was tempted to join
Surrey Chapter, but they were, by then, an
independent bike club and not a formal Chapter
of HOG. I attended the very first GH-D open
evening and had the pleasure to see so many
friends of days gone by who told me that they
had joined Hogsback Chapter, who were the
official Chapter of HOG in Surrey. It was good to
see Ernst & Vera, Roger Ferris, Bill & Marion,
Vic, Colin, Graham & Gina, and others. Albert
Rapacioli, a past director of Surrey, was also a
member of Hogsback, so great continuity. Some
of the staff from Surrey HD joined Guildford HD
so it's been great to share some memories with
them, Stuart Hunt the senior mechanic and
Mike Wilson, now dealer principal at Reading
HD. I also knew Toby from his days working at
Warrs, Kings Road.
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Mike’s Story

The photo above used on page 16 of Hogsback
News Autumn 2017 would appear to be one of
my own taken in the early 1990’s at Rykas of
Bob O’Donnell (Harley Bob, who I still see) on
the sportster, with John Wilson (the first Chapter
Director of Surrey Chapter) behind Bob, and
Jack in the white coat, who used to organise the
Rykas car park (RIP Jack). John Wilson left
Surrey Chapter and became one of the founder
members of AMOC (American Motorcycle
Owners Club). The lower photo used on page
16 of Hogsback News Autumn 2017 includes
some Chapter members named above.

drivers. The Paris to London run was quite
a challenge, although I was only involved
this side of the channel. I did do some
road marshal stuff and being experienced
in riding sports bikes, was one of those
nutters who blocked roads then sped fast
up the outside to the front, to do it all
again. We did however do “Safe Rider
Skills” and I obtained my certificate in
helping Surrey Chapter obtain theirs. I
recently rode on my own to a retro type
event and came up on the back of an
AMOC club run heading the same way, so I
tailed onto the back. Their back markers let me
join and they still do things the old way like
Surrey Chapter did in the 90’s. It was fun but the
HOG way is safer.
I'm really looking forward to see the history
section develop.
Mick Palmer
(aka Spunky, no don't ask, you don't choose
your own nickname)

I have many memories of great times with
Harley in the 1990’s, one of them being the
very first European HOG Rally at Cheltenham
in 1991 (no, the rally pin is not for sale). Bill
Morris was also there I believe but I didn't know
him then. I helped marshal the French Harley
run from Paris to London in 1997 and the same
year joined about 18 Harley's to the Bierritz
rally but rode back with only two, Paul and Dee.
Dee was on a sportster 883, so quite a
challenge with petrol when you have an 8 litre
tank. When we rode onto the ferry at Dover we
merged with many members of the Hells Angels
England but we didn't cause them any trouble!
In the early days we didn't do health and safety.
No hi-vis, we did drop offs but also blocked
roundabouts and weren't too popular with car
Hogsback News Winter 2017/18
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Pudsey Rides Again

Pudsey Rides Again
Some of you may remember when high winds
forced me to abandon the solo Pudsey Iron Hog
ride last year. Well this rankled a little and I
figured I would allocate two weekends and see
what the weather was like. The first weekend
was rubbish and the second weekend looked
rubbish as it was cold with a wet Sunday.
I decided to steal a day off work and go Friday
and Saturday and I figured I could put up with
cold and it would probably keep me awake as
well!
My plan was to do 5 dealerships, the four
mandatory and Guildford. I therefore set off from
GH-D at 08:30 on the Friday morning and
headed for Plymouth.
So I got to Plymouth at 11:50 and the most
memorable thing about that ride was how
blooming cold it was. The ultra temp gauge
showed 35f which is apparently 1.1C but at least
the roads were all main ones and well travelled
and gritted.
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Wobin
Assistant Director

Having done the photo I scooted off to Swansea
and now I was on motorway lots of people were
giving me thumbs up and taking pictures.
Hopefully it triggered them into making a
donation to Pudsey.
Got to Swansea at 14:55 and didn’t stop for
coffee and just headed off towards Edinburgh
which is a bit daunting as you have just ridden 6
1/2 hours and were now heading for Scotland.
Anyway the sat nav said the quickest way was
over the heads of the valley’s road. It lied, there
are so many roadwork’s that it is a really slow
road and I would have been better off going on
the motorway route.
Once I got back to the M5 all went swimmingly
until the roadworks in Birmingham where it all
got a bit testy. Some five miles of filtering in the
dark kept the sense of humour going and I
explained the process several times to some
drivers who seemed to think that I should do
otherwise.
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Pudsey Rides Again
Anyway, the inner man needed coffee so I
stopped and had a sausage roll and coffee. On
and out of road works, filling up and coffee got
me to Abington services on the M74 south of
Glasgow. I had done 800 miles at this point and
it was 22:15 and I was wondering whether to
crack on and do another 200 and get the 1000
miles badge and then leave 300 for Saturday. It
then started raining so I thought “bed sounds
nice” and pulled into the services and Days inn.
The lady on reception burst out laughing when
Pudsey walked in and asked for a room, luckily
there was one and off I went.
To say I was chilly was a bit of an
understatement as my knees were blue! Into the
bath and half an hour later my core temperature
was normal and off to sleep I went.
At 05:00 my internal alarm went off so I got up
and went off to Edinburgh following a nice
Sainsbury’s lorry who knew all the speed traps
and the road really well. Found the dealership,
took photo and set off for Maidstone. Really
hungry but as it was only 06:40 and the only
thing open was McDonald’s which I didn’t want I
decided to crack on to see if I could find
something a bit more substantial. Just before
Lindisfarne I was riding along watching the
sunrise and combined an ABC photo opportunity
with a shot of the Sunrise. Mounted back up and
very soon saw a café sign that appeared open
and got the biggest cooked breakfast, couldn’t
eat it all and then set off full of purpose.

A long but pretty uneventful ride down to the
M25 were it started to rain and water and
Pudsey do not go together although people are
still taking photo’s and smiling. It’s a bit harder
for me to smile back through the water coming
in the open visor.
Maidstone was lovely and they gave me coffee,
took my photo and made me welcome.
It didn’t stop raining all the way back to GH-D
and a small but perfectly formed welcoming
party was there to greet me which was great
and thanks to you all.
The bike needed a new tyre so I left it at GH-D
and got a lift home to a meal, a bath and a good
nights sleep. At least for me, Beverly said I
snored so loudly she went into the spare room.
Sorry Beverly.
So journey completed, thank you for all your
support and I hope you enjoyed following me on
the tracker.
We raised (to date) £2,746.25 including gift aid.
That’s £1,875 for Children in need and £871.25
for Secret World Animal rescue.
Thank you so much for supporting these worthy
causes.
Robin Seymour
Assistant Director

Temperature now into the 40’s and good roads
which allowed me to crack on through
Newcastle, past the Angel of the North and
down the A1M.
First time I haven’t been diverted down the A19
for some time and the new road is lovely. I kinda
miss all the café’s on the old A1 though.
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Derek

Winefest

Sara

So much wine so little time…
This year’s tour started on Wednesday night
when a few of us met up at the Premier Inn
Ashford. The ride to Ashford was very wet but
on Thursday morning the sun was shining as we
arrived in Calais.
Thursday was mostly motorway but with lots of
stops for coffee and cake. As we approached
Luxembourg the scenery changed and we knew
it was going to be a great ride.

along some sweeping roads delightful. Saturday
night we resumed our wine tasting again in great
company. There was a firework display in the
town.
Sunday took some of the group on a blast
around the hills and others into the town. In the
afternoon, there was a parade and wine was
being offered to all. The atmosphere was very
friendly.

To start the day on Friday Robin took us on a
spectacular ride along the Mosel including a
great view point looking down on the river, it was
stunning. The visit to the ‘ToughStuff’ Dealership
in Knoz added to an already very enjoyable day.
In the evening, we visited the town BernkastelKues and started the serious task of consuming
as much wine as possible. Live music
everywhere and great company.

Monday came so quickly and the ride back to
Calais was fine and dry. Our thanks to Robin,
Beverly, Vince, Debra and Axel for making sure
everyone had a great time and safe tour.
We enjoyed the ourselves very much and
looked forward to the next one.
Derek and Sara

Saturday took us along the Mosel to the Rhine,
again very beautiful with lots of stops. We had
coffee in Cochem, a very pretty town, and
visited the Dealership in Koblenz where we
were made very welcome. After lunch, we
crossed the Rhine by ferry and had a ‘bimble’
Hogsback News Winter 2017/18
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EOS Party

EOS Party

Crippo
Activities Officer

Arranging an event such as our EOS takes a
long time. Some may think you can do it in a few
months but work needs to start straight after the
current years party. We hold it in Nov as its just
before the busy Xmas period begins for
everyone and hopefully gives people opportunity
to plan accordingly as its always been the last
Saturday in November.
First and foremost is the choice of venue as they
can get booked a year and sometimes more in
advance. It's got to be reasonably priced for
accommodation and the charge per head. Then
you need to think of a theme (assuming you
intend to have one) that leads to choice of
entertainment live music etc. Once you've
chosen a band (and you need to see them play
live) they need to be booked by latest July and
even then a lot won't have the date available.
So you got the venue, chosen a theme and
booked a band that's the basics taken care of.
Now comes ticket price, design, printing and
sales. Then food choice, always of course trying
to include vegetarian dishes. Booking Rob
Paston (DJ) for the date.

So lets look at EOS 2017 (Theme 70's disco)…
Well there's always artistic licence for fancy
dress (Not sure where Ozzy Osbourne and Andy
Pandy fitted? Oh sorry it was Ziggy Stardust).
Certainly a wide variety this year. Czes as a
Scouser? Cliff in his Abba gear (looked good as
Agneta?) Some of the ladies wearing fabulous
belts. It was the biggest effort I'd seen people go
to on the fancy dress and it seems those that did
just couldn't keep off the dance floor. It was also
the first time time it was packed before dinner.
Actually we needed
a bigger dance area
(another first).
Continued on next
page…
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EOS Party
Then there was the band 'Groove
Republic' chosen because of their
ability to combine soul and disco from
70's through to the current era. The
two girls Silla & Kelly complimenting
and contrasting each others vocals
beautifully, ably backed by a very
proficient band. If the band enjoy it
the audience will and vice versa. We
had a good recipe, the mix was right.
Then there's Rob who could start a
big twin without a battery. It shouldn't
have failed and it didn't. Once again
we party'd all night long (some much
longer than others!). So some sore
heads and throats at breakfast and no doubt
some well needed Sunday afternoon naps.
By the time you read this you'll no doubt know
that this was my last event and that sadly I have
to pass the baton. Please offer your support to
whoever takes on the Activities Officer role and
lend them any assistance you can. It has been a
pleasure arranging events for you which I have
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tried to make unique and enjoyable for all
members.
Does that mean I get a consultancy deal? :)
Crippo
Activities Officer
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Karen

EOS Party

EOS Party

Secretary

This was definitely by far the “Best End of
Season Party” Ever!
Never before has anyone ventured onto the
dance floor pre-buffet that sums it up really.
It was once again (Sadly for the last time)
organised by Andy “Crippo” Cripps
All I can say is he exceeded himself on this
one…
So many people turned up in very colourful
1970’s Fancy Dress attire, some choose not to
but everyone was there for the same reason,
which was to have a fantastic evening and we
most certainly did!

The band hired for this event were “Groove
Republic”
Well what can I say; they are a 7 piece band (at
the beginning of the evening) but seemed to
grow in many people’s eyes to 14…or more?
They were absolutely amazing and played
between 9:30 pm to 12:00am, along with the
preferred Hogsback DJ Rob Paston who kindly
went on till 1:20 am.
The last official photo was taken at 2:45 am by
Axel, although an unofficial “Blurred” photo was
taken at 5:00 am, cheers Czes how’s your
head?

A fair few people possibly cannot remember if
they did or did not have a blast or some might
not even remember going at all, to these few I
can only say “Yes you did have a fab time” Just
look at the photos on the Chapter website, Err.
Mr Pollard.
From some very dodgy Dad dancing, Pimp
lookalikes, men who normally have no hair had
hair, Ladies looking fab throwing odd shapes on
the dance floor, which to add was so crowded
we overflowed onto the carpeted area.
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A fantastic night was had by all!
So now we are all looking forward to 2018 for
the start of
season
celebrations at
GH-D.
Karen Rawlings
Secretary
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Hogs in the Forest

Hogs in the Forest

Vic

Not quite as rough as it sounds, in fact it was
outstanding.
We all had to meet up at the Euro Tunnel ready
for stands up at the ungodly hour of 6:45,
unknown for some of us retired folk but then at
least three of the couples left from home and
were up at 3:30 to make it on time. I chose a
hotel close by, and was first to arrive, as I
dreaded being late on only my second trip
away with the Chapter in three years. What a
friendly bunch they all were especially
considering the time.
Dik Gregory was keen for us all to stay together
on boarding so we could blast away as soon as
the train doors opened in Calais. Dik led with the
back markers Gary Morss and Carl Christensen
duly last on. What planning and team work, it
went like a dream. We were away on time going
north on the A16 towards Dunkerque and Lille.
The first few miles flew by with great progress
and then we hit the traffic jam. By this time we
had got a bit spread out so the front riders held
off filtering until we had regrouped. Luckily for us
a bunch of other riders of all nationalities had
started filtering so we charged on in the gap
they had so kindly made between the traffic. It
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was a British type traffic jam all forced down to
one lane by cones only to find nothing was
being done to the road and the coned off areas
were empty, typical. But that did not deter us
one bit, still we pressed on, dry roads and sun
up. We stopped after an hour and a half for
refreshments, the bikes could wait, we needed it
more. Duly refreshed we rode on to our
lunchtime stop at the Harley dealership in
Valenciennes.
No burger van or coffee stall in sight but instead
right next door was a fabulous restaurant, which
served us a very pleasant lunch indeed, white
linen on tables inside and out, comfy chairs and
very good table service. It had got so warm most
of us dined outside under the umbrellas. The
dealership was just closing for lunch at 1pm but
agreed to open early at 2 so we could shop
before refuelling and continuing our ride. After
lunch and time out of the saddle we wandered
around the dealership, most interesting in there
were the sale items all with 50% off, are you
listening Katie and Toby 50% off! Now for Jules
Stevens that was too much to miss out on. Her
present boots were hurting her so for €75
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Hogs in the Forest
bought a brand new pair of Harley boots.
Good girl.
After a quick refuel of the bikes we
continued on our way towards the
Hostellerie Des Tilleuls in the village of
Smuid. This time no more motorways
just great open roads to ride on and
villages to pass through. We stopped for
refreshments again then on to fuel up for
the next day so saving time. Good job
too as this service station fooled all of
us. Parked next to pumps, pushed
buttons, pulled levers and tried pushing
credit cards in machines, zilch, nothing.
Just a French voice over the station tannoy
shouting something at us in French, lot of good
that did. Then Carl’s partner Flo came to the
rescue of all of us - she speaks fluent French.
We had to go in, pay first, fill up, go back with
the first receipt then get our change. I’ll let you
imagine just how long this took with 13 bikes
and 4 petrol pumps. Looking back it was really
funny, but at the time we had been up and riding
a long while and were wanting to reach the
hotel, so there was a lot more than tutting going
on I can tell you!

On we rode, now the roads were a lot more rural
with bends in varying degrees of intensity and
road surfaces that meant concentration was
pushed given tiredness was creeping in. The
hotel came into view just around one of these
bends, great we had all arrived safe and sound.
WRONG. I was about the fourth bike to go into
the parking area in front of the hotel. There was
a gully then a kerb to negotiate, or in my case
miss. Front wheel up, rear slid on the kerb at 0
mph it tipped too far to my right. Dropped it, all
be it very gently. I mention this because it is all
about what this Chapter means and the guys
who were riding with me. I had
hardly got my second leg off the
bike when four or five guys
were by my side asking if we
were ok and helping lift the bike
up. Now that is comradeship at
its highest level, thanks guys
that meant a lot. Two other guys
who shall be nameless also at
different occasions gently
dropped their bikes due to the
road camber, gully and gravel.
Foot down, road disappeared.
No damage to any bike in the
process, thank goodness.
Continued on next page…
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Hogs in the Forest
The hotel had been completely taken over by
us. We had 13 of the 16 rooms - I mean who
would want to go into a hotel with 13 great big
Harleys parked out front, securely boxed in by
the hoteliers car at the back and van at the front
and the tables and chairs full with 23 thirsty
people sipping beer slowly before dinner! We
then went into dinner and what a surprise that
was, in the nicest possible way of course. The
food was outstanding. Martin the chef and coowner certainly knew his stuff. We were there for
three nights and nothing appeared twice and
nothing was too much trouble. We even
managed to get a big sparkler brought out
before the sweets to
celebrate Paul
Andrew’s birthday,
which he thought
we didn’t know
about. We were
grouped together
on three tables so
it was small
enough to all
interact and chat
and really get to
know everyone, we
changed people
around each night
so making that
even better. Helps a lot if you don’t know many
faces properly.
Next morning Dik decided to change the
programme as rain was forecast later in the day.
What a wise man. So off we went on winding
twisting rural roads through some amazing
countryside to the town of Bastogne where the
famous Battle of the Bulge took place. Here we
visited the museum and war memorials to the
troops who took part and the debt of gratitude
shown by the Belgians. This place is really
something to put on your ‘to visit’ list. Look at the
photos taken by Larry George on the website.
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To visit, read and watch the theatre displays will
bring tears to your eyes. We climbed to the top
of the circular monument to view the landscape
surrounding us, and on each compass point
there was a map showing where it was cut off
on 16th December 1944 by the last German
offensive of the war. The American 101st
airborne and 10th part armoured were
outnumbered 5 to 1. On the 19th they were
offered a surrender to which they replied
“NUTS” and held out until 27th when
reinforcements arrived and the German army
was pushed back. When you realise that the
size of the Ardennes forest is about the same
size as the whole of
Yorkshire you get
an idea of the
scale we were
looking at and
riding through. We
then had a group
photo with
Chapter flag under
the kissing G.I.
statue.
Then it was off on
the bikes again
through the forest
and villages to the
lovely town of La Roche en Ardennes for a late
lunch. It was a lovely small town on the river,
with a town square surrounded by food
establishments and novelty shops, not a
MacDonald’s or Pizza Express in sight, just ice
cream parlours, great patisseries and small
restaurants instead. So we all duly found where
we liked and filled our faces. Then off for a
wander around the town before another great
ride back to the hotel. Bikes parked and plenty
of warm weather and time to all chill out with a
drink outside before partaking of the showers
and another fine dinner, this time with a quiz
between courses.
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Hogs in the Forest
Dik was the question master, first up, response
of the American general to the surrender option.
(Now you answer without looking back). Fifth
question related to size of the Ardennes, which
we all duly got wrong. Isle of Wight and Wales
were said. At the end it was a tie, so a tie
breaker was needed. I was on the winning table
but felt sorry for Gary and his table with the
‘Loser’ abuse he had to ‘suffer’ from Andy
Williams. We did however share of prize, a
bottle of locally produced Nuts liqueur. Then
during the night it duly rained.
Saturday morning, bikes wet, roads dry, but then
the bikes were all
highly polished
allowing the water
to bead
beautifully. So it
was no surprise to
find half a dozen
of us outside
cleaning our bikes
off with Larry even
polishing his. He
did share his
polish, helping get
tar off one bike
after the roads on
Friday they were
resurfacing with
stone chippings. Now that was as fun couple of
miles, I don’t think. I bet if any partner had asked
us to clean the house windows at that time of
the morning they would have not been met with
anything but a polite “No”! But show us a dirty
wet Harley and we will be there, towels and
polish cloths in hand to clean them off.
Today Dik had a trip planned to Rochehaut then
on to the European Space Centre. The first part
was a glorious ride through twisting roads, pine
forests and up high with great views then
plunging into valleys before starting the twisty
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ride up to Rochehaut. Here we parked our bikes
just short of the village and crossed the road to
a view point that stretched wide across the
valley and villages below. It was a sight to
behold with the river meandering below nearly
surrounding the village. Then a walk up to the
town to have coffee and lunch combined. We
found a great patisserie where several of the
guys had baguettes stuffed with their choice of
filling. Dave Atkinson bought Belgium sausage,
cheese and pâté to take back for his wife. Duly
refreshed we proceeded to the space centre.
About a mile from the entrance we came across
lines of parked cars both sides of the road on
the grass verges.
Strange we
thought, but we
rode on until we
came to the
roundabout at the
entrance only to
find it blocked by
fluorescent
jacketed officials
saying we
couldn’t come in
as the car parks
had been taken
up with a special
drone display. No
notice, no leaflets or advertising anywhere, just
a blank refusal with a suggestion we parked a
mile away in a business complex not being used
on a Saturday. Helpful? No! We did drive down
there to turn around but on a unanimous
democratic decision we decided by the time we
parked up and walked the mile, we would get
about half hour in the space centre for our €18
entrance fee, which luckily we had not parted
with yet. So we had a ride back to the hotel via
lovely winding country roads.
Continued on next page…
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Hogs in the Forest
On arriving back early we were rather hungry
and thirsty as the space centre was going to be
a refreshment stop. That did not deter a
Hogsback Chapter weekend away. Martin our
chef had been expecting a peaceful Saturday
afternoon with his young family, but was only too
happy to don his apron again and vanish into
the kitchen to make us Croque Monsieur, that’s
cheese and ham on toast to you lot, and serve
beers as required. We all then spent a couple of
hours, chairs in a big circle outside exchanging
banter, stories, advice and pitfalls on having a
Harley. During these two hours we were rudely
interrupted by police cars, lights flashing and
men waving silly little sticks in the air stopping
all the traffic on the road in front of the hotel.
Then a police motor cyclist with a passenger,
who promptly hopped off, put a drone on the
road and launched it to the skies filming us and
the road. Then all became clear when dozens
and dozens of pedal cyclists came past, this
went on for ages and we had good fun watching
motorists trying to turn around because the road
outside the hotel wasn’t the widest. This went on
for a long time making us realise our original
decision was brilliant, as the route the bikes
were taking was the same route we had taken
back to the hotel. You either have the luck or
you don’t, and we had it in buckets full.
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Next morning was the long ride back to the
tunnel and onwards to home. Led by Dik and
safely marshalled by Gary and Carl we stayed
tight all the way back. We stopped for fuel and
refreshments on route and said our fond
farewells just in case we got split up on the train.
We arrived early at the terminal so some of us
were lucky enough to get an earlier train. This
trip had been amazing thanks to Dik for his
planning, routes, choice of hotel and visitor
attractions. Thanks too for the back markers for
doing a fantastic job keeping us together, for all
the riders and pillions for working the drop off
system to perfection. Most of all it was due to
the fantastic bunch of people, who I rode with,
drank with and ate with. I truly now understand
the benefits of belonging to this Chapter and
value it more than ever, enough to go on
another jaunt later this year and eager to see
what next year will bring. To all of you, thank
you.
If any new members or old are thinking of going
away with the Chapter but are not sure, don’t
think, just book it and do it. You certainly will not
be disappointed.
Vic
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The following email addresses can be used to contact
Officers of the Chapter:

director@hogsbackchapteruk.org
assistantdirector@hogsbackchapteruk.org
secretary@hogsbackchapteruk.org
treasurer@hogsbackchapteruk.org
headroadcaptain@hogsbackchapteruk.org
webmaster@hogsbackchapteruk.org
loh@hogsbackchapteruk.org
charities@hogsbackchapteruk.org
safety@hogsbackchapteruk.org
headphotographer@hogsbackchapteruk.org
activities@hogsbackchapteruk.org
editor@hogsbackchapteruk.org
merchandise@hogsbackchapteruk.org
membership@hogsbackchapteruk.org
roadcrew@hogsbackchapteruk.org
trike.rep@hogsbackchapteruk.org
historian@hogsbackchapteruk.org

If you need to contact a specific Chapter officer via email, you can do so
using the following format: firstname.lastname@hogsbackchapteruk.org

Hogsback News Spring/Summer 2016
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Normally February is a month where not a lot of bike activity is happening, but not in 2018. Hogsback,
Invicta and Thames Valley chapters have got together to host the inaugural 'Winter Ball' at the Reigate
Manor Hotel, and what a great bash it’s going to be.
So get out the old DJ, put on a posh frock and layer on the war paint because we are going to party all
night to Robbie Paston and a live band. The theme is Toffs and Scruffs which means if dressing up ain’t
your thing come as you want, we just want your company.
"How much is this going to cost?" I hear you say. A mere £35.00 per person which includes a two course
meal ... “what a bargain” I hear you cry. If you want to stay the night it will cost £79 for a single and £89 for
a double for bed and breakfast, alternatively 10 minutes down the road is the Premier Inn Burgh Heath at
£37.50 if you book in advance.
Tickets will be limited so grab them when they become available, this is a first for the three chapters and
your support will be really appreciated. So see you in February to blow those winter blues away with
friends old and new.
Hogsback News Winter 2017/18
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